
  

Linki Arora  
 
Linkee Arora is a masters graduate from Bits Pilani. In her role as a 

physics teacher at Fountainhead school, she was loved by one and all. 

Leaving that role was an emotional moment for her. She is ultimate in 

Frisbee having played at the state and national level and also deeply 

loves trekking. At home, she played a key role in arranging her 

younger sister’s marriage before her own and herself married her 

“Ultimate” friend last year. She has recently launched her digital 

marketing project and also along with her husband, started a unique 

pet accessories store. She is an active member of MovedbyLove 

community where she participates and volunteers for Awakin Circles, 

Karma Kitchen and also MovedbyLove retreats. Recently, as her uncle 

and father were detected corona positive, and it has got her seriously reflecting on death 

and life.  

 

 

What Makes You Come Alive? 

● Unlearning and learning constantly - I always feel we are evolving dynamically every 

moment. Most of the times the realizations needs me to unlearn what I know and 

learn the unknown.   

● Listening to stories - All stories are special. Love them, love the fickle mind while 

listening to them and love the space where stories can be shared openly.  

● Transitions - Every phase where I have to change the way I feel, think or speak is 

challenging and comes with soo much wisdom. It makes me see my shortcomings Soo 

clearly, gives me something to work upon and feel alive.  

 

Pivotal turning point in your life? 

● Shifting away for my family for studies 

● Finding a companion - Standing tall to the society/my family till I found hardik - 

someone who I could be with. Someone that made marriage doesn't look like a 

compromise, it looking like a journey we could grow together.  

● My younger sisters marriage 

● Leaving teacher’s role at Fountainhead school- I loved my job, mentor, students but 

I grew up with a mindset that I will be someone's wife but  I wanted to find my 

inner calling. Something to do for the self exploration. My mentor gave me his 

Blessing and promised me that he'd provide me with a degree of exploration once I 

am done. Guess I will never be done :) 

 

An Act of Kindness You'll Never Forget? 

● Everyday act of kindness that my family is doing for me 

http://www.movedbylove.org/


● Nariyal Pani wale bhaiya 

● Free autoride from Ahmedabad to gandhinagar 

 

One Thing On Your Bucket List? 

● Living in Auroville 

 

One-line Message for the World? 

● There is nothing that is really ours, even the time we have is borrowed, let's make 

an ordinary life with joy and love. 

 

 
 
 
 


